PRESENTATION PLAN

- CONTEXT FOR ACTION
- OBJECTIVES
- EXPECTED RESULTS/ACTIVITIES
CONTEXT FOR ACTION ON WLR IN AFRICA

1. EXISTING OF INEQUALITY BETWEEN MEN AND WOMEN IN ACCESS, CONTROL AND OWNERSHIP OF LANDS
2. ONE OF THE 10 COMMITMENTS OF ILC: EQUAL LAND RIGHTS FOR WOMEN
3. KILIMANJARO INITIATIVES (GROWING MOVEMENT)
4. INTERNATIONAL AND CONTINENTAL COMMITMENT FOR GENDER MAINSTREAMING
5. NECESSITY TO CONSOLIDATE SUCCESSES OBTAINED, BUILD ON THE EXPERIENCES AND LESSONS LEARNED TO MOVE FORWARD THE AGENDA OF WLR IN AFRICA
STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES

- **CONNECT**: CONNECT MEMBERS WITH EACH OTHER
  CONNECT MEMBERS WITH OTHER LIKE-MINDED ACTORS (WOMEN RIGHTS AND DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATIONS, LAND ADVOCATES, LAND AND GOVERNANCE ACTORS, RELEVANT DEVELOPMENT AGENTS) FOR JOINT ACTION AND LEARNING TARGETED TO ACCELERATE EFFORTS TOWARDS SECURING WOMEN LAND RIGHTS.

- **MOBILISE**: BUILD CAPACITIES AND RAISE AWARENESS AMONG RURAL WOMEN AND AFRICAN CIVIL SOCIETY ABOUT WOMEN'S LAND RIGHTS AND THE LAND RIGHTS CHARTER

- **INFLUENCE**: INFLUENCE POWER HOLDERS AND DUTY BEARERS INCLUDING GOVERNMENTS, CORPORATE INVESTORS, INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL ORGANIZATIONS, DONORS ETC TOWARDS THE ACHIEVEMENT OF EQUAL LAND RIGHTS FOR WOMEN
EXPECTS RESULTS/ACTIVITIES/CONNECT

- Convene local orientation and advocacy strategy gatherings to incrementally grow the CBI4 platform

- Convene with partners regional expert group meeting on community led data and rural urban linkages in regards to women’s land rights

- Organise forums with rural women and girls (biannual at the national level, as well as annually at sub regional and regional levels to discuss, celebrate and monitor implementation of progress of Kilimanjaro Initiative

- Prepare and coordinate inputs to the Beijing plus 25 processes, Land Policy Forum, Land Poverty Conference to advocate for inclusion of women land rights

- Undertake a scoping survey on current /available legal and progressive strategies, scorecards, & frameworks on women land rights and that are useful towards accelerating women land rights and land governance in the continent
EXPECTS RESULTS/ACTIVITIES/MOBILISE

Strengthen NES and CBIs to use existing tools to mainstream WLR

Strengthen capacities of rural women, women rights organisation and Land Governance organisation on the content and use of Kilimanjaro Charter as advocacy instrument

Develop/ strengthen Rural women capabilities in evidence generation and dissemination through research…

Develop Members’ knowledge management and information sharing platforms

Map, document and share ongoing advocacy coalitions, list of local organizations and groups investing in women land rights
EXPECTS RESULTS/ACTIVITIES/INFLUENCE

- **Influencing** power holders and duty bearers, human rights organisation, land and governance actors at the local, sub-regional and international level to incorporate women’s land right agenda in formulation and implementation of relevant policy & legal instruments implementation.

- Support the participation of rural women & girls and grassroots land advocates to influence duty bearers and power holders including traditional leaders and policy makers to uphold their land rights at national, sub regional, regional and international arena.